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Abstract—Spatial accelerators, such as Coarse-Grained Re-
configurable Arrays (CGRA), provide a promising pathway
to scale the performance and power efficiency of computing
systems. These accelerators depend on effective compilers to
take advantage of the parallelism offered by the underlying
architecture. Currently, the compilers are handcrafted for
spatial accelerators, which is challenging from time to mar-
ket perspective, especially with the rapid increase of diverse
accelerators. In this paper, we present a portable compilation
framework, called LISA, that can be tuned automatically to
generate quality mapping for varied spatial accelerators. Our
key contribution is to automatically identify the impact of the
dataflow graph (DFG) structure characteristics (representing
an application) on the mapping for a new accelerator. Towards
this end, we abstract the DFG structure in graph attributes, use
Graph Neural Network (GNN) to analyze the graph attributes,
and identify the mapping impact for an accelerator architecture
with an all-encompassing global view. Finally, we augment
a simulated annealing-based mapping approach to take into
account the impact of DFG structure in guiding the placement
of the dataflow graph nodes and the routing of the dependencies
on the accelerator. Our experimental evaluation concretely
demonstrates the substantial benefit of our approach compared
to the state-of-the-art solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spatial accelerators provide a promising way to con-

tinue scaling the performance and efficiency of computing

hardware [1]–[3]. Recently, we have witnessed a rapid

increase of spatial accelerators, such as domain-specific

deep learning accelerators [4]–[7] and domain-agnostic

CGRAs (Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array) [8]–[19].

Meanwhile, several accelerator generation frameworks [20]–

[24] have been proposed to automatically generate spatial

accelerators for a specific set of applications. But we need

effective compiler support to fully realize the potential of

the emerging diverse spatial accelerators.
The spatial accelerators are programmable, consisting of

Processing Elements (PE) such as ALU and MAC, on-chip

memory, and network-on-chip. Fig. 1 shows a 4×4 CGRA, a
representative example of the spatial accelerator. The com-

piler first generates a Dataflow Graph (DFG) representing

the application program and then maps the DFG on the

spatial accelerator by respecting the data dependencies. The

details of the architecture are exposed to the compiler for

generating configurations for the programmable units. These

details create an enormous search space for the compiler to

place the operations onto the PEs and route the data from
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Figure 1: Spatial accelerator example: 4×4 CGRA
the producer PE to the consumer PEs. This compilation

process is often referred to as mapping. Routing is the most
time-consuming step in the mapping, and the placement of

the operations on the PEs informs the routing decisions.

Placement and routing are thus interrelated, affecting the

compiler efficiency to find the quality mapping.

We classify the compilers for spatial accelerators into

three categories: meta-heuristic approaches [25] [26] [22]

such as simulated annealing, mathematical optimization

(Polyhedral model [27], Integer Linear Programming

(ILP) [28]) to solve a mathematical formulation of the

mapping problem, and hybrid heuristic [29]–[34] that com-

bines several scheduling methods and optimizes mapping

by leveraging the architectural characteristics. Due to the

accelerator architecture diversity and the large search spaces,

the different classes of compilers trade off mapping qual-

ity, compilation time, scalability, and generality. Hybrid

heuristics usually provide quality mapping for some specific

architectures as they make full use of target architecture

characteristics, while meta-heuristic methods work for di-

verse accelerators but cannot guarantee mapping quality.

Mathematical optimization-based approaches can generate

optimal solutions but usually need a long compilation time

for a large search space and are hence not scalable. In

summary, none of the compilation approaches can satisfy

all the desired criteria of quality mapping, scalability, and

easy adaptability to diverse accelerators.

With the rapid increase of varied accelerators, handcraft-

ing quality compiler for each accelerator is challenging

from a time-to-market perspective. Hence we need portable

compilers to generate quality mapping for different acceler-

ator and application combinations without manual effort. In

other words, for a new accelerator architecture, the portable

compiler should be able to automatically tune its parameters

and the mapping decisions to generate superior quality

mapping within reasonable compilation time.
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Figure 2: Overview of GNN-based portable mapping framework - LISA

While handcrafted compilers strive to optimize mapping

by leveraging specific accelerator characteristics, portable

compilers need to provide a unified way to generate quality

mapping for varied accelerators. Towards this end, portable

compilers need to understand the characteristics of the

accelerator and how the DFG structure affects mapping

on that accelerator. For example, an accelerator with suffi-

cient routing resources can handle the dense communication

among the DFG nodes. In contrast, an accelerator with

fewer routing resources often needs more effort to map the

dense parts of the DFG. Meanwhile, as the mapping of an

operation influences the mapping of some other operations,

the portable compiler needs to identify the strength of the

association among the operations. Therefore, the compiler

needs an all-encompassing global view of the DFG struc-

ture and the accelerator resources even when making local

placement/routing decisions.

To map a DFG onto the spatial accelerator, our goal is

to identify the impact of the DFG structure on mapping for

a particular spatial accelerator and apply that knowledge to

guide the mapping decisions. For example, as some DFG

nodes that have complex dependencies with the predecessor

and successor nodes are more difficult to route, we can set

higher scheduling priority for these nodes. If we identify the

impact of the DFG structure, we can avoid getting stuck in

the local minima in our quest to find the quality mapping. In

addition, different accelerators can have different mapping

characteristics for the same DFG. For example, a small

accelerator has a limited number of PEs and needs to map

the DFG nodes along the temporal dimension in addition to

the spatial dimension. In contrast, a big accelerator should

take advantage of the spatial dimension as much as possible

for parallelism. Therefore, we propose to derive the DFG

mapping aspects considering both the DFG structure and

the accelerator characteristic. Such aspects describe the

predicted mapping information of DFG nodes and edges,

e.g., the estimated routing resources required by DFG edges

and the predicted mapping distance between DFG nodes.

We name such special aspects labels and labels are used

to inform compilers about placement, routing decisions that

lead to quality mapping.

Automatic generation of labels is the key to tuning the

portable compiler for different accelerators. We employ

the Graph Neural Network (GNN) [35] to learn how to

derive the labels. A GNN can aggregate the graph attributes,

propagate information to neighboring nodes, and predict the

desired aspects. In our case, the desired aspects are the

labels, and input graph attributes of the GNN model are

the inherent properties of the DFG. Moreover, the GNN is

retrained to learn how to generate the labels for a specific

accelerator. For a new accelerator, we generate a set of

synthetic DFGs and use an iterative method to generate the

labels to create a training dataset. It is worth noting that the

iterative mapping method to generate the labels for training

is extremely time-consuming and can only be used as a one-

off technique. In comparison, once the GNN model has been

re-trained for a new accelerator, it can generate the labels

for a new DFG very fast.

We propose a framework LISA, Learning Induced map-

ping for Spatial Accelerators, to provide a portable compiler

for different accelerator and application combinations. The

main insight is that the GNN cannot directly generate the



mapping for a given DFG but the labels can bridge the gap

between the GNN and the mapping. The GNN aggregates

the DFG attributes to derive the labels; the labels inform

the compiler about proper placement and routing decisions

that lead to quality mapping. For a new accelerator, the

portable compiler re-trains the GNN model to adapt the

labels according to the accelerator characteristics.
Fig. 2 provides an overview of the LISA framework,

which consists of three parts: training data generation for

the GNN model, building the GNN model, and GNN-based

label-aware mapping. For each accelerator, we generate a

set of unlabelled DFGs and propose an iterative mapping

method to assign labels for the nodes of these DFGs. We

design a metric to filter the labels from the iterative mapping

method to generate the training set for the GNN model. Then

we design an Attributes Generator, which uses traditional

graph algorithms, to collect the DFG structure information

to generate the DFG attributes. The GNN then can process

these attributes to derive the labels. We design a network for

each label and train these networks on the dataset. Once a

GNN has been trained for a specific accelerator, given a new

DFG corresponding to a real application program, the trained

GNN model can automatically derive the labels. Finally, we

design a label-aware simulated annealing approach to map

any new DFG on the accelerator with an all-encompassing

global view.
Our concrete contributions are as follows:

• We propose a portable compilation framework LISA

that works across different spatial accelerators. The

framework is open-source and available from

https://github.com/ecolab-nus/lisa

• We quantify the impact of the DFG structure towards

mapping on a specific accelerator and provide a global

view in the mapping process. This contrasts with

existing works that only focus on the local view in

the placement and routing process to select hardware

resources.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

that uses GNN for mapping on spatial accelerators. The

GNN provides a flexible mechanism to automatically

collect holistic graph attributes corresponding to the

DFG. However, the original DFG has only a few at-

tributes such as operation type and data dependency. To

bridge this gap, we generate richer attributes represent-

ing the DFG structure information and train the GNN

to derive the labels from these attributes effectively.

• We demonstrate that LISA can achieve substantial

improvement in mapping quality and compilation time

compared to Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and

vanilla simulated annealing approach on multiple di-

verse spatial accelerators and applications.

Paper Organization: In Section II, we introduce the back-
ground of spatial accelerators mapping, the impact of DFG

structure on mapping, and a primer on GNN. Then we

introduce the design of labels and label-aware mapping

in Section III. Section IV describes the use of GNN to

automatically derive the labels from DFG, and Section V

explains the generation of training data for the GNN model.

We evaluate LISA in Section VI and discuss related work

in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We first introduce the background on spatial accelerators.

Then we show the impact of the DFG structure on mapping

that motivates this work. Next, we present the background

on GNN and discuss the use of GNN in DFG analysis.

Lastly, we discuss the challenges of creating GNN models

that can automatically mine information from a DFG and

create appropriate labels corresponding to an accelerator.

A. Spatial Accelerators
There exist many spatial accelerators for different pur-

poses [4]–[17]. They generally provide configurability for

the PE or the network-on-chip. Overall, the spatial ac-

celerators differ in the network-on-chip, PE functions, PE

heterogeneity among others.
One representative example of spatial accelerators is

Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architecture (CGRA) [8]–

[17]. CGRA allows configuration of the network and PE

functionality on a per-cycle basis. Fig. 1 shows a 4×4 CGRA
in a 2D mesh architecture where each PE can communicate

with the neighboring PEs. Each PE contains a Register File

(RF), ALU, network switch, and configuration memory. The

configuration memory contains the instructions for the ALU

and the configuration bits for the network switch and ports.
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Figure 3: Spatial accelerator example: Systolic Array

The systolic array is another representative spatial ac-

celerator architecture [36]–[40]. Fig. 3 shows a systolic

array where the left-most PEs load the input data and the

right-most PEs store the output. The configuration of the

computing unit is similar to the basic unit of Revel [40]. The

PEs can execute either multiply or add operations. Each PE

in the systolic array executes a fixed operation throughout

the execution process.

B. Mapping and DFG Structure Characteristic
The compilers for spatial accelerators accept as input

compute-intensive loop kernels from the application. The

compiler then generates the dataflow graph (DFG) corre-

sponding to the loop kernel. Fig. 4 shows a DFG example
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Figure 4: An example dataflow graph (DFG)

corresponding to the loop body of a kernel. A DFG node

corresponds to an operation, and an edge corresponds to

a data dependency between the operations. The DFG nodes

within the dotted area have more complex data dependencies

than the other nodes. We use As Soon As Possible (ASAP)

value as the scheduling order. The numbers to the right of

the nodes represent the scheduling order. The smaller the

number, the earlier the node is scheduled (i.e., placed on

a PE). If two nodes have the same ASAP value, we first

schedule the node on the left side of Fig. 4 (we can get such

order using topological order or graph drawing algorithm).
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Figure 5: Mapping examples for a time-extended 2x2 CGRA. (a)
A failed mapping without any DFG structure knowledge. (b) A
successful mapping with DFG structure knowledge.

Fig. 5 provides two mapping examples of the DFG on

a 2×2 CGRA. For our illustrative example, let us assume
that any DFG node can be mapped to any PE of the

CGRAs. Both examples use spatio-temporal mapping and

are presented in the form of a time-extended CGRA where

the CGRA resources have been replicated along the time

dimension. Each PE can do either compute or routing per

cycle. In Fig. 5a, we schedule the nodes A and B first. As

there is no dependence constraint yet, we can place A and B
in any PE in cycle 1. C is placed on PE1 in cycle 2 because

of the minimum (zero) routing cost from A. Similarly, D and

E are placed on PE2 and PE3 in cycle 2. After placing D and

E, however, we cannot place node F as we cannot route data

from B to F. If F is placed on PE4 in cycle 2 by ignoring

this routing failure, we will continue by placing G and H

on PE1 and PE2 in cycle 3. Then I cannot be placed as

we cannot route data from B to I. In this mapping example,
the compiler does not have a global view of the complex

data dependencies and cannot create a valid mapping. Any

algorithm without the whole DFG structure knowledge will

end up generating such mappings.
In contrast, Fig. 5b shows a successful mapping that

understands the DFG structure and places the nodes with a

global view. After placing A, we know B is the parent of four
nodes and has far more connections than the other nodes.

Hence we should place B in a PE that has sufficient routing

resources, e.g., PE3. We also know D and E are children

of B and should map them onto PEs without blocking all

the routing options from B. In this way, we get a successful
mapping with the knowledge of the whole DFG structure.
This motivating example demonstrates the need for a

global perspective during mapping. Indeed the impact of the

DFG structure on mapping extends far beyond this simple

example. If there is an edge from A to J in the DFG of Fig. 4,

this edge is more difficult to route than the other edges as it

needs a temporal connection with a length equal to the length

of A → C → G → J. We need to prioritize such edges in
routing. Therefore, we need an all-encompassing view to

analyze the impact of DFG structure on an accelerator.
Graph Neural Network [35], a neural network on graphs,

has become popular in recent years. A GNN can aggregate

information from far-flung nodes and edges, and generate

collective information for nodes and edges. A graph is

represented as G = (V,E), where V and E represent node

and edge set, respectively. We have n×n adjacency matrix,
which represents the edge information for a graph with n
nodes. Let Xv ∈ Rn×d be the node attribute matrix whose

i-th row represents the attribute information of the i-th node
in a d-dimension vector. Meanwhile, let Xe represent edge

attributes, where Xe ∈ Rm×c is an edge attributes matrix

whose j-th row represents the attribute information of the

j-th edge in a c-dimension vector.
GNN provides flexible ways to traverse a graph and

propagate information. GNN has three main analytical tasks:

node-level, edge-level, and graph-level. We introduce the

first two tasks here. Node-level analysis aggregates attribute

from the neighboring nodes and generates new attributes on

the nodes. Then it can aggregate new attributes from the

neighbors and process them again in an iterative fashion.

The edge-level GNN model processes information from

connected vertices to predict edge information, using similar

operations as the node-level model. A GNN model is defined

by the attributes and process functions. The final graph

information are the labels for nodes and edges.

C. Graph Neural Network (GNN)
Fig. 6 shows an example of a node-level GNN. The

matrix below the DFG is the node attributes matrix. This

GNN contains two Graph Convolution layers and two ReLU

layers. It is worth noting that graph convolution is different
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Figure 6: Node-level GNN example

from the traditional convolution operations in Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) [41]. The GNN uses weights (usu-

ally in vector and matrix) to directly multiply the graph

attributes. The GNN uses pooling functions such as min

and max to aggregate neighboring node attributes, and then

uses convolutions to process the aggregated information,

and updates the attributes with ReLu. Edge-level GNN also

performs similar operations on the edge attributes. Hence,

GNN has the potential to analyze dataflow graphs and

generate labels on DFG nodes and edges.

D. Challenges in using GNN for DFG analysis

So far, we have discussed the impact of the DFG structure

on mapping and the potential of using GNN to analyze DFG

and generate labels. However, it is challenging to realize

this potential. First, we need to design proper labels to

reflect the DFG structure and accelerator characteristics, and

need to use these labels to guide the placement and routing

choices. Meanwhile, we need to ensure that the GNN and the

mapping process are consistent, i.e., the GNN can generate

the labels, and the labels can be used for mapping.
Another challenge is that current GNN models cannot

be used directly to derive the labels for the DFG. One

reason is that the existing GNN models usually rely on

sufficient number of graph attributes to generate the desired

information, such as (age, gender, location, etc.) in a social

network graph, while our DFG only has a few straightfor-

ward attributes such as operation type and data dependency.

Another reason is that the impact of the DFG structure on

mapping is not straightforward; the placement and routing

of one node is interlinked with the placement and routing of

other nodes, including nodes without direct dependency. We

need to design effective GNN models to find the connection

between DFG structure characteristics and mapping impact.

The following sections elaborate on how we overcome these

challenges.

III. DFG LABEL DESIGN AND MAPPING

We now introduce the label types and how the labels

are used in the mapping. Labels describe how nodes and

edges should be mapped onto the accelerator. We design a

label-aware compiler to decide placement and routing and

generate quality mapping on spatial accelerators.

Table I: Types and purposes of labels

label id label name placement routing

1 schedule order � �

2 same-level nodes association � �

3 spatial mapping distance � �

4 temporal mapping distance � �

A. Label

Table I summarizes the four labels guiding the compiler

to make proper placement and routing decisions.

• Schedule order represents the execution order of the

DFG nodes. It captures more information than topolog-

ical or similar orders. For example, a node with more

children should be scheduled earlier to route to multiple

destinations, while topological order is decided by node

dependency only. Our schedule order captures the holistic

DFG structure information and enables such nodes to be

scheduled earlier.
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Figure 7: Example of same-level nodes association

• Same-level nodes association defines the spatial distance
between the same level nodes that do not have data

dependency. If DFG nodes with the same ASAP value

have the same ancestor or descendant node, they are

defined as same-level nodes. As these nodes are typically

scheduled closer in time, this label represents how far

away the same-level nodes can be placed. Fig. 7 provides

an example for the DFG in Fig. 4. We show the association

for the same-level nodes C, E, and F with dummy edges.

Note that there is no dummy edge between C and F as

they do not have any common ancestor or descendant.

• Spatial mapping distance indicates the spatial distance
of a DFG edge in a mapping. We cannot always place

two dependent nodes closely, as other children of the

parent and other parents of the child also influence the

placement choice. We need a label to describe the spatial

mapping distance of a DFG edge to figure out how

the DFG structure characteristics affect the placement of

parent and child nodes. Moreover, both the same-level

node association and spatial mapping distance describe the

spatial distance between two nodes; the former between

non-dependent nodes, while the latter between dependent

nodes.



Algorithm 1: Label-aware Simulated Annealing
Input: DFG, labels of DFG, spatial accelerator;
Output: Mapping

1 while not find a valid mapping or not exceed time limitation do
2 unmap one or more DFG nodes;
3 sort unmapped DFG node by schedule order (label 1);
4 foreach unmapped DFG node do
5 foreach PE candidate do
6 calculate placement cost according to label 2, 3, 4;
7 calculate deviation σ = max{1, α× T −Acc};
8 use normal distribution to decide the cost to select PE;
9 sort unrouted data by routing priority using label 4;
10 foreach unrouted data do
11 Route using Dijkstra’s algorithm ;

• Temporal mapping distance indicates the temporal dis-
tance of a DFG edge in a mapping. Child node cannot

always be executed immediately after one parent node as

this child may have other parents. We estimate the routing

resources required by the edge using temporal distance.

The last three labels describe the spatial and temporal

distance between nodes. The way to calculate the spatial

distance depends on the accelerator. For the 2D mesh

accelerators in Fig. 1, we can use Manhattan distance. The

temporal distance is calculated by the distance along the

temporal dimension (number of cycles) in the mapping.
Let us use two examples to demonstrate how to use

labels to guide placement and routing. Each placement or

routing implies the use of resources. Obviously, mapping

the first few nodes is always easier than mapping the last

few nodes, as the latter has fewer resources. We can use

temporal mapping distance to find the edges that have long

temporal distances and need more routing resources. We

then route these “long” edges first to avoid routing them

with insufficient resources.
Another example is to use same-level nodes association

to guide placement. Though such nodes do not have any

direct dependency, they have connections due to the same

ancestor or descendant. If they have the same child, they

should be placed closer to ensure the data can be routed

easily. If there are many nodes between the same-level nodes

and their common descendant/ancestor, then the same-level

nodes can be placed in two distant PEs.

B. Label-aware Mapping

Compilers can use combinations of labels to decide

placement and routing. Note that the compiler can perform

placement and routing in parallel or place the DFG nodes

first and then route the data. Both types of compilers can use

the labels. The compilers have the flexibility to customize

the label combinations to decide placement and routing. The

labels also have the generality for accelerator mapping as

all the spatial accelerator mapping can use the information

(albeit different values for different accelerators). As these

labels are associated with the nodes and the edges, we can

employ GNN to derive the labels.

A variety of mapping methods can use these labels. We

demonstrate the power of the labels in simulated annealing

(SA), a popular method for spatial accelerator mapping [42]

[43] [26] [22]. SA-based approaches usually create an initial

random mapping that may oversubscribe the resources. SA

movement uses a cost function to estimate the quality of

the current mapping. It then attempts to remove some nodes

from the current placement and remove related routing. This

process is referred to as unmap. Simulated annealing places
these unmapped nodes and routes them again. The unmap

and remap processes are called movements in SA. If the

movement creates a better mapping, it is accepted. Even if

the new mapping after movement is worse quality according

to the cost function, SA can still accept it with a small

probability to overcome the local minima.
Algorithm 1 presents our proposed label-aware simulated

annealing (SA) approach. We place the unmapped nodes

first and then route data. This algorithm generates the initial

mapping in the first iteration as all the nodes are unmapped

at first. If all the nodes are mapped, the algorithm randomly

selects some nodes to unmap (Line 2). The schedule order

label decides the placement order (Line 3-4). The other three

labels decide routing priority and placement choice. When

selecting the PE candidate to place a node, we use a cost

model that combines three labels (Line 6). The cost for

each PE candidate is the sum of the differences between

the actual mapping distance and the labels’ expected dis-

tance. As a minor difference in placement can lead to a

completely different mapping, the PE candidate with the

minimal cost might not be the best one. Hence we use a

normal distribution to select the candidates based on costs

(Line 7-8), ensuring the candidate with lower cost has higher

chance of getting selected. The deviation parameter σ of

normal distribution decides the variance of the distribution.

We use the function σ = max{1, α × T − Acc} to decide
the deviation parameter, where T represents the number

of attempted movements, Acc represents the number of

accepted movements, and α is the customized factor. When

the accept rate Acc is low, this function will have a bigger
deviation parameter σ, randomly selecting PE candidates to

eliminate the current invalid mapping. To decide the routing

order of the node, we use the sum of temporal mapping

distance label, which represents the routing resource that a

DFG node needs (Line 9). Note that the nodes that need

more routing resources are routed first. The label-aware

approach only changes the placement choice and routing

priority compared to the original SA.

IV. GNN MODEL FOR DFG LABEL GENERATION

The key challenges in using GNN to derive the labels are

(a) providing effective graph attributes for the GNN model,

and (b) using these attributes to derive the labels to describe

how DFGs should be mapped. However, the connection

between DFG structure and mapping impact is not easy to



capture; thus, label values are difficult to calculate. Hence

deriving labels using GNN is different from traditional GNN

analysis. We need insights on how the DFG structure impacts

the mapping. We next describe an Attributes Generator

to represent the DFG structure characteristics with graph

attributes, and introduce how we use GNN models to derive

the labels from the attributes.

A. Attributes Generator

To derive the labels from DFG, we first need to provide

the graph attributes to the GNN. Deriving one label requires

multiple attributes. Traditional GNN analyses [44] on graphs

(e.g., social network) usually have natural attributes to

analyze. However, the DFGs do not have such attributes,

as nodes usually only have operation type attribute.
Our approach is to design an Attributes Generator on

DFG to generate the relevant attributes. This Attributes

Generator uses traditional graph algorithms to represent the

DFG structure characteristics in terms of graph attributes.

These graph attributes affect placement and routing deci-

sions. For example, a DFG node with many child nodes

needs enough routing resources. Hence, the node needs a

higher schedule order. Meanwhile, to leave enough space for

routing dependencies to child nodes, the node should not be

placed too close to its parent nodes. We intuitively select

graph attributes which we think can affect placement and

routing decisions. We generate the following node attributes:

(1) ASAP, (2) in-degree, (3) out-degree, (4) the number of

ancestor nodes, (5) the number of descendant nodes, and (6)

operation type. We have the following edge attributes: (1)

ASAP value difference between child and parent node, (2)

the number of nodes between two nodes; a node is between

two nodes if its ASAP value is in between the two nodes’

ASAP values, (3) the number of nodes with the same ASAP

value as the parent or the child, (4) the number of ancestors

of the parent node, and (5) the number of descendants of

the child node.
Same-level nodes forms the dummy edges in the DFG.

Thus, we also need to provide attributes for these dummy

edges so that the edge-level GNN model can predict same-

level nodes association labels. We generate the following

dummy edge attributes: (1) the distance from same-level

nodes to the closest common ancestor node and (2) the

distance to the closet common descendant node, (3) the

number of nodes whose ASAP value is bigger than the

ancestor node and smaller than the same-level nodes, (4)

the number of nodes whose ASAP value is smaller than

the descendant node and bigger than the same-level nodes,

(5) the number of nodes whose ASAP value equals the

ASAP value of ancestor node, descendant node, or same-

level nodes, (6) the number of nodes on the path from the

same-level nodes to the ancestor node, and (7) the number

of nodes on the path from the same-level nodes to the

descendant node.
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Figure 8: GNN label derivation example.

B. GNN Model
We design a GNN for each label. The GNN model pa-

rameters can be inferred from the equations in each network.

Deriving one label does not need all the attributes, and we

intuitively select the relevant attributes for each GNN.

Schedule order: This label is relevant to the complexity

of data dependency and the scheduling order of neighbors

(parents and children). For example, a node with many

children needs to be scheduled earlier to route multiple

dependencies. Subsequently, the node’s parent(s) should also

be scheduled earlier. Hence, after processing the attributes

of the current node, we need to propagate the changes to its

neighbors. We design a network consisting of four layers,

and all the layers use the following two equations:

m(t+1)
v =W1

[
mean(m(t)

u ),max(m
(t)
u ),min(m

(t)
u )

]
(1)

h(t+1)
v =W2

(
W3h

(t)
v +m(t+1)

v

)
(2)

In each layer, the network aggregates the changes of the

neighbors and updates the scheduling order. Let us use N (v)
to represent the neighbors of a node v, t to represent the layer
index, m to represent the schedule order changes of a node,

and h to represent the node attributes including the input

attributes and schedule order label. Equation 1 aggregates

the change of neighbors ∀u ∈ N (v) through a combination
of three pooling functions: min, max, and mean. Then the

aggregated changes are processed by a weight matrix. Next,

Equation 2 updates the scheduling order of each node by

combining neighbors changes. In the first layer, the schedule

order h
(t)
v is the ASAP value and m

(t+1)
v is calculated

by W1 × Attributes(v), where Attributes(v) is all the
attributes of node v generated by the Attributes Generator.
Fig. 8 illustrates how the information is propagated

from node H and I to B. First, H and I update their

attributes through a graph convolution on their attributes

W1 × Attributes(v), where attributes are represented by

a vector. The attributes describe the degree of a node, the

number of ancestor and descendant nodes, and the operation

type etc. Through these attributes, we know the communica-

tion density of the node and thus if it needs a higher schedule



priority. Then D and E aggregate (min,max,mean) neigh-
bors schedule order changes from H and I, and update their
schedule orders (D also aggregates the change of its neighbor

B, but we do not show this for the sake of convenience).

Through aggregation, D and E know whether children nodes

need a higher schedule priority or not. Finally, B aggregates

schedule order changes from D, E, I, and F, and update its
own schedule order.

Same-level nodes association: This label describes the

spatial distance between two same-level nodes. Same-level

nodes do not have any direct dependency but have a common

ancestor/descendant node. The spatial mapping distance

between two same-level nodes is affected by their shortest

distance to their common ancestor/descendant. Meanwhile,

the number of nodes between them and the common ances-

tor/descendant also affects the distance, as more intermediate

nodes need more PEs to schedule. The Attributes Generator

traverses the graph to collect these information as edge

attributes. We predict the feature of dummy edges between

same-level nodes through the following network:

he =MLP (edge attributes(e)) (3)

We use multilayer perceptron (MLP), consisting of two

convolution layers and one activation layer, to process the

edge attributes. The MLP . Hidden channels represent the

output channels of the first layer and the input channels of

the second layer. We set the number of hidden channels

equal to the number of edge attributes. We use ReLu as the

activation layer.

Spatial mapping distance: This label describes the spatial
mapping distance of an edge. The distance can be affected by

other dependent nodes. For example, if the source node of an

edge has many neighbors, it needs more routing resources

because the neighbors need to placed on “distant” PEs to

leave enough space for routing.

h1
e =W1 (edge attributes(e)) (4)

ν =

[
1

mean(e(v))
,

1

sum(e(v))

1

max(e(v))
,

1

min(e(v))

]

(5)

h2
e =W2h

1
e + ν ·W3h

1
e (6)

First, as shown in Equation 4, we use a convolution layer to

process the edge attributes from the Attributes Generator.

Similar to same-level nodes association, these attributes

reflect the DFG structure complexity around parent and

child nodes. We get an initial spatial distance for each edge

through the convolution layer on these attributes. We use

e(v) to represent the attributes of connected edges of parent
and child nodes. Next Equation 5 uses four aggregators

to generate a normalization vector ν. If the value of a

denominator is zero, the corresponding normalization factor

is set to one. As mentioned earlier, the sibling nodes of

parent and child nodes can also affect the distance. Hence

we use a combination of multiple normalization factors to

aggregate, which collects comprehensive information from

neighboring nodes. Finally, we generate the label value with

Equation 6, the sum of weighted and normalized features.

Temporal mapping distance: This label is relevant to the
DFG structure complexity around the edge. For example, for

the temporal distance of edge (B, I) in Fig. 8, E is the child

of B and parent of I; thus E makes the temporal distance

longer. We use all the edge attributes from the Attributes

Generator and use MLP to process these edge attributes as

shown in Equation 7.

he =MLP (edge attributes(e)) (7)

The number of hidden channels is equal to the number of

edge attributes. We use ReLu as the activation layer.

V. GNN TRAINING DATA GENERATION

This section describes the generation of training data for

GNN models. First, we generate a random set of DFGs and

initialize their labels. Then we use an iterative label-aware

simulated annealing approach to update the labels. Finally,

we use a metric to evaluate and filter these labels.

A. Raw DFG Generation
We need sufficient number of DFGs to generate a training

data set. However, current publicly available benchmarks are

not enough for training. Hence we generate a set of random

DFGs with wide spectrum of structures. We first generate

random directed and weakly connected graphs. The number

of DFG nodes are set from n to m, which is based on the
real applications. The number of connected edges for each

node is also set to a range. This ensures that we generate

diverse DFGs and a robust training set. Then according to

the supported operations, we randomly assign operations to

guarantee the validity of the DFGs.

B. Label Generation
Label quality in the training dataset is vital to build an

effective GNN model. To generate labels for training, we

first initialize labels for the raw DFGs. Then we use these

labels in a label-aware simulated annealing (SA) approach.

After getting the mapping, we extract the labels from the

mapping result and update the DFG labels. We use updated

labels to map again and repeat this process. We do not update

the labels if the labels either do not generate a mapping or

do not lead to better mapping. In this case, we use previous

labels to map again. As SA makes random choices, the

mapping result is different for each run and can improve

via remapping.
To initialize the labels, we assign a scheduling order with

the ASAP value. For same-level nodes association, we use

the average value of the shortest distances between nodes

and common ancestor/descendant. We initialize the spatial

mapping distance as zero and temporal mapping distance as

one.



The label-aware SA in training data generation is different

from the one in Section III. The latter uses labels to provide

guidance throughout the mapping process. The training only

uses the labels for initial mapping and does not use labels in

the later random mapping movement. Hence, this is a partial

label-aware SA.
We extract label values from the mapping result. The DFG

execution time can be an arbitrary positive number. Hence,

we normalize the execution time to the range from zero to

the length of the longest path to get the schedule order. For

the other three labels, we calculate the distance according

to the mapping distance. As accelerators can have diverse

architectures and layouts, the spatial distance depends on the

accelerator definition. For the 2D mesh accelerators in Fig. 1,

we can use Manhattan distance. The temporal distance is

calculated by the distance along the temporal dimension

(number of cycles) in the mapping.
From an iterative method, we can get multiple labels for

each DFG. We need to evaluate the quality of these labels.

As the labels are extracted from mapping, the mapping

quality reflects the quality of the label. For the mapping

quality, a straightforward metric is the execution time or

Initial Interval (II) for CGRA [9] which is the interval

between successive iterations of a loop kernel. Besides, we

use the routing cost for labels with the same execution time

or II, representing how many routing resources are used in

the mapping.
We have two rounds to select candidate labels from

multiple labels, and we combine the candidate labels to

generate the final one. In the first round, we select the labels

with the lowest execution time or II value. For the second

round, we set the label with the lowest routing cost as the

standard candidate, and select labels whose corresponding

mappings have similar routing costs as other candidates. In

practice, if the routing cost is less than 1.15x of the routing

cost of the standard one, the label is a candidate. Then

we use the average value of candidate labels (including the

standard one) to generate the final label for a DFG.

C. Label Filter
The above iterative method cannot always generate a valid

mapping for a DFG or enough label candidates. We need

to decide which DFG and its corresponding label can be

included in the training set. We use a metric e to filter

these labels: e = O + σ × N , where O represents how

close the execution time of label-corresponding mapping is

to the theoretical minimal execution time, N represents the

number of candidate labels, and σ is a customized factor.

The closer it is to the theoretical performance, the higher

is the O value. There are different ways of calculating

the theoretical performance for different accelerators. For

example, in CGRA, the theoretical lowest execution time is

resource Minimal II, calculated as the number of DFG nodes

divided by the number of PEs. If there are not sufficient

labels for a DFG and O is far from the theoretical optimal

performance of the corresponding DFG, the DFG and the

corresponding label are not included in the training set.

As long as we get the minimum II for a DFG, only one

candidate label is sufficient to be used as training data.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate LISA along multiple dimensions: quality of

mapping, compilation time, portability, and the effectiveness

of different components in our mapper and GNN modeling.
Modelled Spatial Accelerators: As LISA is

a portable compiler framework that works across

a range of spatial accelerators, we evaluate it on

diverse architectures. (1) 4×4 baseline CGRA; (2)

3×3 baseline CGRA; (3) 8×8 baseline CGRA; (4)

4×4 CGRA with less routing resources: Registers

are vital for buffering data during routing especially

when producer and consumer are far apart along

spatial or temporal dimension. The baseline CGRAs

have four registers per PE. For the CGRA with less

routing resources, we set one register per PE; (5)

4×4 CGRA with less memory connectivity: While the

above CGRAs allow all the PEs to access the on-chip

memory, we only allow the left-most PEs to access on-chip

memory in this version; (6) 5×5 systolic accelerator (Fig. 3)
with computing unit similar to Revel basic unit [40].
We implement the CGRA architectures in Verilog HDL

and synthesize on a 22 nm process using Synopsys Design

Compiler to obtain the power consumption. We set the

frequency to 100MHz similar to other low-power spatial

accelerators [45]. For CGRA, the schedule of a loop ker-

nel is repeated after Initiation Interval (II) cycles. The

lower the II, the higher the performance. Each PE has

24 configuration entries in all the architectures except the

systolic array, which means the maximum possible II is

24. CGRA execution cycles are entirely deterministic as

it follows a compiler-generated static schedule and has

software-controller scratchpad memory. Hence, execution

time is calculated by the II value of the mapping and the

clock frequency.
CGRA-ME state-of-the-art compiler: To compare the

mapping quality, compilation time, and portability with

state-of-the-art compilers, we use CGRA-ME [26], a pop-

ular open-source CGRA compilation framework. We select

CGRA-ME because it allows flexible modeling of different

spatial accelerators. LISA is compared with two mapping

approaches from CGRA-ME: Integer Linear Programming

(ILP) and Simulated Annealing (SA). SA is the most popular

algorithm in modern spatial accelerator compilation frame-

works (CGRA-ME [26], DSAGEN [22], AURORA [23]).

As SA makes random choices, the mapping is different for

each run and is not stable. Thus we run SA three times

for each architecture and benchmark combination and use

the median performance. The original routing algorithm in

CGRA-ME cannot always find the shortest path; we modify
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Figure 9: Performance comparison of LISA with ILP and SA on multiple CGRAs and one systolic accelerator. For CGRAs, the lower the
II, the better the performance. If II is zero, it implies that the benchmark cannot be mapped by the corresponding method. For the systolic
accelerator, � implies that the corresponding method can map the benchmark and � means the method cannot map the benchmark.

to use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest path. We

implement the GNN models with PyTorch Geometric [46].
Benchmarks: We use the PolyBench benchmark suite [47]
as well as an unrolled version (unrolling factor is 2) of

kernels. Some of the benchmarks in PolyBench are not

supported by CGRA-ME.

A. Quality of the Mapping
Performance: Fig. 9 shows the quality of the mapping with
II values (lower the II value, the better the performance) for

the different architectures and benchmarks. We use 12 DFGs

supported by CGRA-ME from PolyBench [47], excluding

combinations that cannot be mapped by any method. In total,

Fig. 9 has 71 combinations of benchmarks and accelerators.

LISA can map almost all the combinations except for trmm
on the systolic accelerator. But ILP and SA can only map

23 and 49 combinations out of 71. Hence, LISA can map

48 combinations that ILP cannot map and 21 combinations

that SA cannot map.

LISA can also achieve obvious improvement in II value

over SA for the mapped benchmarks. For 71 accelerator-

application combinations, ILP and SA can generate better

mappings than LISA for only 6 and 3 combinations. As

LISA uses labels to guide mapping, it cannot always find

the optimal mappings. ILP can find optimal solutions for

some combinations but cannot map 48 combinations even

with a generous time limit (two hours for each target II).

The random movements of SA may sometimes find better

solutions (3 out of 71 combinations). The main reasons for

LISA’s success are: 1) LISA maps the DFG with an all-

encompassing global view, which makes it easier to handle
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Figure 10: Power efficiency comparison on 3×3 and 4×4 baseline
CGRAs, where value 0 indicates that the DFG cannot be mapped
by the corresponding method.

complex DFGs without getting stuck in local minima, and

2) LISA uses GNN to generate labels for varied acceler-

ators and is better aware of accelerator characteristics and

resources.
LISA clearly demonstrates the ability to handle complex

DFGs and varied accelerators well. For example, in Fig. 9b

and 9c, SA cannot map two benchmarks (bicg, syr2k) for
4×4 CGRA, and two benchmarks (gesummv, syr2k) for a
CGRA with less routing resources. But LISA can map all

the benchmarks on both architectures. Interestingly, SA can

map bicg on the CGRA with less routing resources but

cannot map on baseline 4×4 CGRA. The former CGRA

has less routing resources and hence a smaller search space,

making it easier for SA to navigate. Fig. 9d shows the II

comparison for unrolled DFGs (unrolling factor 2) on 4×4
CGRA. Unrolling increases the complexity of the DFG.

LISA can achieve superior performance on unrolled DFGs

than ILP and SA. Among the six benchmarks, ILP cannot

map any, SA can only map three, while LISA can map all.

Out of three benchmarks mapped by both LISA and SA,

LISA still outperforms on atax and symm.
LISA is also scalable. In Fig. 9f, for 8×8 CGRA and 8

unrolled DFGs, LISA can map all of them and the perfor-

mance scales compared to 4×4 CGRA, while ILP cannot

map any DFG, and SA maps only one. With more hardware

resources and relatively complex DFGs, ILP requires more

variables, constraints, and cannot scale. SA has difficulty in

finding valid solutions using random movement. Benefiting

from the global view, LISA can construct valid and quality

mappings.
Power Efficiency: Fig. 10 shows the power efficiency com-
parison on 3×3 and 4×4 baseline CGRAs. LISA can map all

the benchmarks for both CGRAs, while ILP and SA cannot

map 14 and 4 combinations, respectively. We normalize

performance per Watt (MOPS/W) values w.r.t. LISA. As

LISA maps most benchmarks with lower II, it can achieve
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Figure 11: Compilation time comparison on 3×3 CGRA and 4×4
baseline CGRA. � means the corresponding method cannot map
the benchmark and we use termination time as the compilation
time.

an average of 1.58x and 1.4x power efficiency compared to

SA on 3×3 and 4×4 CGRA with mapped DFGs. Compared

to LISA, ILP achieves better power efficiency for gemm and

mvt on 3×3 CGRA and syrk on 4×4 CGRA. However, ILP
cannot map more than half of the combinations, making it

a unrealistic choice.
Compilation Time: Fig. 11 shows the compilation time for
the three methods on 3×3 and 4×4 baseline CGRA. We

use the termination time as the compilation time for the

benchmarks that ILP and SA cannot map. On 3×3 CGRA,
LISA achieves 594x and 17x compilation time reduction

compared to ILP and SA, respectively. On 4×4 CGRA,

LISA achieves 724x and 12x compilation time reduction

compared to ILP and SA, respectively. This is because

1) The compiler starts with target II equal to MII and

increments by one if it cannot map, until the target II exceeds

the maximum II. LISA achieves feasible mapping at lower II

and thus can complete early, and 2) LISA uses labels to map

with a global view, steering the search in the right direction.
In summary, for almost all application, accelerator combi-

nations, LISA substantially outperforms ILP, SA in mapping

quality (performance, power efficiency) and compilation

time. Benefiting from an all-encompassing global view,

LISA scales with spatial accelerators, complex DFGs and

handles limited routing resources. As the GNN model can

generate adaptive label values for various accelerators via

retraining, LISA generates quality mapping on different

architectures, creating a truly portable compiler framework

for spatial accelerators.

B. GNN Model Accuracy
For each accelerator, we randomly generate 1,000 DFGs

and use the iterative mapping method to generate training

data with labels. As each DFG has tens of nodes and edges,

the training data is sufficient for our GNN models. GNN



Table II: GNN label prediction accuracy.

Spatial accelerator architecture Prediction accuracy

label1 label2 label3 label4

4×4 baseline 0.788 0.856 0.932 0.992

3×3 baseline 0.648 0.939 0.992 0.938

4×4 with less routing resource 0.758 0.885 0.951 0.977

4×4 with less memory connectivity 0.738 0.852 0.941 0.988

8×8 baseline 0.685 0.716 0.914 0.990

systolic accelerator 0.759 0.768 0.907 1.000

model parameters can be directly inferred from the equations

in Section IV-B. We use a learning rate of 0.001, a weight

decay of 0.0005, and train for 500 epochs.

Different from existing node classification GNNs, the

GNN models in LISA aggregate values. The label values are

arbitrary positive numbers and hard to predict. Fortunately,

the labels guide the mapping process, and label-aware SA

can handle some inaccuracy in the label values. The predic-

tion is accurate for same-level nodes association and spatial

mapping distance if the difference between prediction and

ground truth is not more than one. For temporal mapping

distance, the prediction is accurate if the difference is not

more than two, as the temporal mapping distance can be

any positive number. For scheduler order, the prediction is

accurate if prediction and ground truth values are the same.

Table II shows the high GNN model accuracy for different

spatial accelerators and label IDs from Table I, which has

label schedule order, same-level nodes association, spatial

mapping distance, and temporal mapping distance. The

scheduler order (label 1) has relatively low accuracy com-

pared to the other labels because the scheduling order of one

node is affected by other nodes, which is hard to estimate

accurately. Compared to 4×4 CGRA, the GNN model on

3×3 CGRA has higher accuracy for label 2, 3, and lower

accuracy for label 1, 4. As labels 2, 3 describe spatial

distance, a smaller accelerator makes the prediction easier

for the GNN model. A smaller CGRA needs more cycles

(temporal length) to map the same DFG compared to a larger

CGRA with more resources. Also, on a smaller accelerator, a

slight difference in the DFG can cause a completely different

mapping as one node’s placement can be easily affected by

other nodes with limited resources. Hence the labels related

to temporal distance (1, 4) have lower accuracy in smaller

CGRA. 8×8 CGRA has lower accuracy for the first three

labels compared to 4×4 CGRA. For the schedule order label,
we normalize the execution cycle to the length of the longest

path in the DFG to get the scheduling order; the execution

cycles on 8×8 CGRA is much less than 4×4 CGRA. Thus
it is hard to predict schedule order on 8×8 CGRA. As the
other two labels are related to spatial distance, corresponding

GNN models have relatively lower accuracy on 8×8 CGRA.
Nevertheless, these labels are accurate enough to let LISA
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Figure 12: Effectiveness evaluation for temporal mapping distance
(label 4) on 4×4 CGRA. The routing priority is decided by
temporal mapping distance (label 4).
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Figure 13: Performance evaluation on 4×4 CGRA for DFGs and
unrolled versions, where (u) represents unrolled DFGs. SA-M has
10× random movements at each temperature compared to SA.

achieve relatively lower II on with 8×8 CGRA and make it

scalable.

C. Effectiveness of Label-aware Mapping
LISA uses multiple labels for mapping and temporal

mapping distance (label 4) to decide routing priority (Al-

gorithm 1). To confirm the power of individual labels in

assisting the mapping process, we add routing priority to the

original SA in Fig. 12. SA with routing priority can map four

benchmark, accelerator combinations where the original SA

failed: bicg, syr2k for baseline CGRA, and gesummv, syr2k
for CGRA with less routing resources. Besides, SA with

routing priority achieves better II than the original SA on

seven combinations. Still, SA with routing priority cannot

match the performance of LISA, which uses multiple labels

with a global perspective.
To further evaluate LISA’s efficacy, we maintain 50 move-

ments at each temperature for SA and LISA, but create a new

version of SA with 10× movements, called SA-M. In Fig.13,

SA-M maps one more DFG (bicg) and achieves better II on
four DFGs compared to SA. LISA still achieves lower II

for four original DFGs and maps one more DFG (syr2k)
compared to SA-M, though SA-M has lower II on syrk. For
unrolled DFGs, SA-M does not provide any benefit; it cannot



map unrolled symm that SA maps. More movements may

create lower acceptance rate, resulting in early termination

of SA. This is the limitation of random movement compared

to LISA’s global perspective.

VII. RELATED WORK

We delve into related work from three perspectives: tradi-

tional mapping methods, machine learning and mapping, and

Graph Neural Network.

Traditional mapping methodology. Many related works

apply basic DFG structure information for spatial accelerator

mapping. One classic example is the topological order used

by many DFG mapping techniques. Park et al. [48] calculate

affinity between nodes with common consumers to check

whether to place them close or not. Similarly, Park et al.

[49] clusters low out-degree nodes to consume data as

soon as possible. However, the DFG information in these

existing works is only a part of the graph, which does

not comprehensively analyze the DFG. LISA emphasizes

global DFG analysis and the mapping impact of these DFG

characteristics. Moreover, to use the above DFG information

for different accelerators, these existing works need to set the

parameters in mapping manually. By contrast, LISA can au-

tomatically derive the impact of DFG structure on mapping,

generating high-quality mapping for diverse accelerators.

Machine Learning and Mapping: Using machine learning
to map for spatial accelerator has been explored. Park et

al. [50] use Reinforcement Learning to map on CGRA.

This method can provide more valid solutions for relatively

big DFGs. However, [50] only supports DFGs where the

number of nodes is less than or equal to the number of

PEs. Cummins et al. [51] design a tool, DeepTune, to op-

timize heuristics in the schedule. Through neural networks,

DeepTune can automatically find the proper execution model

on heterogeneous devices. We are the first to use GNN for

spatial accelerator mapping.

Graph Neural Network: GNN has been used in many

domains to analyze graphs [52] including analysis of DFGs.

To provide a transferable representation of computing graph,

Google designs an inductive graph embedding model that

encodes operation features and dependencies [53]. [54] uses

GNN to analyze the vulnerability of DFGs, while [55] uses

GNN to predict operation delay latency in HLS. Though [55]

achieves high accuracy, it only supports micro-benchmarks.

Also, the prediction task is simpler than the label prediction

task in LISA that requires a comprehensive DFG analysis.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Tremendous manual effort is needed to design a quality

compiler for a spatial accelerator. We presented a portable

compiler framework LISA that can automatically provide

quality mapping for varied accelerators. We use the abstrac-

tion of labels to represent the impact of the DFG structure on

accelerator mapping and provide a global view for mapping.

We employ GNN models to automatically derive the labels

for various accelerators. This is the first work to use GNN

for spatial accelerator mapping. Experiments show LISA

substantially outperforms ILP and Simulated Annealing basd

mapping on multiple accelerators.
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APPENDIX

A. Abstract
Our artifact provides the source code of LISA, scripts

to run LISA and collect data, performance data samples,

and visualize data. The results reported in this paper were

obtained on a CPU server with 14 cores. We provide a

docker image including all the source code to allow the

readers to quickly set up the environment.

B. Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Algorithm: LISA.
• Program: The benchmarks have been included.
• Run-time environment: Linux. We provide a docker
image.

• Metrics: Mapping II value, compilation time, and GNN
model accuracy.

• Output: Numerical results in text file with a script to
visualize.

• Experiments: Python and shell scripts
• How much disk space required (approximately)? 10 GB.
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approx-
imately)? 15 minutes.

• How much time is needed to complete experiments (ap-
proximately)? 6 hours.

• Archived (provide DOI)? doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5788011
We are publicly releasing the source code of the GNN
model that generates the labels for the dataflow graph
(DFG). Our label-aware mapper is built on top of the
CGRA-ME framework, which does not allow redistribut-
ing the software. Hence, we created our label-aware
mapper as a patch to the original CGRA-ME code.

C. Description
1) How to access: https://github.com/ecolab-nus/lisa
2) Hardware dependencies: To run all the tasks in paral-

lel and reproduce the results, you need a CPU machine with

more than 13 cores. It is possible to use fewer cores for the

following experiments but the compilation time might be far

longer.
3) Software dependencies: Docker.
4) Data sets: We have included PolyBench in the docker

image.

D. Installation
Please follow the instructions to build the docker image

and and create a container (20 minutes).

E. Experiment workflow
Start the container

$ docker start lisa_ae
$ docker exec -it lisa_ae /bin/bash

Map PolyBench DFGs on 3×3 CGRA (one hour)
$ cd /home/lzy/lisa/cgra_me
$ ./cgrame_env
$ conda activate lisa
$ python3 run_exper.py gnn_lisa 1 0 13
Note: you may use nohup to run all the tasks in the

background

$ nohup python3 run_exper.py gnn_lisa 1
0 13 &
Then use top to check whether all the gnn lisa cgra tasks

are finished or not.

Map PolyBench DFGs on 4×4 CGRA (one hour)
$ nohup python3 run_exper.py gnn_lisa 0
0 13 &
Note: These tasks take around one hour to finish.

Train GNN model for all the accelerators (20 minutes)
$ cd /home/lzy/lisa/lisa_gnn/lisa_gnn_model
$ conda activate lisa
$ bash run_all_training.sh

F. Evaluation and expected results
All the mapping results are in lisa/cgra me/result. We use

a script to extract the II value and compilation time from the

result, and then visualize the results. Due to the randomness

in simulated annealing, the results might be different from

the reported ones. For most applications, the difference

between reproduced II and reported one should not be bigger

than one. For a few applications, the difference might be

much bigger. We have included the ILP and SA mapping

results in the corresponding data files. If you want to

reproduce other evaluations, please find the Experimentation
customization for more details.

$ cd /home/lzy/lisa/cgra_me/
&& python3 get_stat.py
result/cgra_me_3_3_result.txt
The above command will generate a figure 3 3.png and a

text file 3 3.txt in lisa/cgra me/figs.

To get 4×4 CGRA results, run:

$ python3 get_stat.py
result/cgra_me_4_4_result.txt

All the accuracy results can be found in

lisa/lisa gnn/lisa gnn model/accuracy log.txt. The

accuracy can have a maximum 6% difference from

the reported one.

G. Experiment customization
We provide README.md in lisa and lisa/cgra me.

Through the instructions, users can evaluate different accel-

erators. Moreover, users can generate the training data set

for a new accelerator, train the GNN model, and map DFG

on the accelerator.

H. Methodology
Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:

• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/

artifact-review-badging

• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20201122.html

• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20201122.html


